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Abstract. Medical disposable is one of the important support tools in medical 

operational and must not be out of stock in order to deliver excellent service in 

hospital. The pharmacy department has to forecast the demand to supply 

information for decision making in budgeting. Since the pharmacy still has no 

forecasting method then in this paper compare single moving average and single 

exponential smoothing technique.The accuracy of forecasting is the most 

important and it can be measured with RMSE (Root Mean Square Value). The 

smallest value of RMSE is having high accuracy of forecasting. The method that 

has smallest RMSE (66.19) is Exponential Smoothing method with α= 0.1 and be 

the best option to use a method to forecast the medical disposable supply demand.   

 

Keywords: Medical Supplies Demand, Forecasting, Moving Average, 

Exponential Smoothing. 

 

1 Introduction 

Hospitals as the healthcare center for civils, in fact must need health care facilities in order 

to facilitate its operational. 

Health care facilities are the instruments, apparatus, machines, and implants that are not 

containing medicines that are used to prevent, diagnose, cure and alleviate illness, take care 

patients and recover human health, and form structures and repair the body’s function. 

Health care facilities have a very important role in medical service especially in Hospitals 

as health care support or examining process for the patient. Medical disposable is a single used 

tool that has to be disposed of after one-time usage or cannot be re-used.  

Therefore, in order to deliver excellent service to civilians without any hindrance, hospitals 

normally have enough supply to comply the availability of the medical disposable supply. In 

case of medical disposable supply are out of stock, it may impact on the level of distrust of the 

civilians towards the health care institutions. 

Legally, Permenkes RI No.35 year 2014 chapter 6 has stated that the pharmacy is obliged to 

make sure the availability of medical disposable stock[1]. 

The pharmacy department in HAMS hospital is the one responsible for supplying medical 

disposable to the patients. This department is responsible to ensure and control the availability 

of medical disposable supply to avoid from out of stock to serve the patients. 
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The Pharmacy division recently has no certain plan to forecast the demand for medical 

disposable. The current estimations for the supply of the medical disposable are based on the 

previous actual demand. It is then causing the organizing process at pharmacy department does 

not work efficiently and effectively. The absence of good planning on demand for medical 

disposable may also impact the decision making of budgeting process. As in common hospitals, 

budgetary pressure is usually set tight so the budget planning of disposable supply has to be 

predicted fine. 

Therefore, in this paper, we focus on an analysis of comparison time series forecasting the 

demand using Moving Average and exponential smoothing techniques to get the best result of 

the forecast demand that can be used for the pharmacy. 

 

 

2 Related Works 

There are many different kinds of medical disposable and health care tools which often to 

be used in the hospital. Health care tools are including instruments, apparatus, machines, and 

implants which do not contain medicine. These are used to prevent, diagnose, recover illness 

and take care of patients as well as recover human health and fix the function of the human body. 

Some examples of medical disposable are syringe (spuit), muslin, infusion bag, infusion pipe, 

oxygen pipe, bandage, urine bag, mask, medical hand gloves (handscoon), - etc. 

This disposable supply has important role in medical environment especially in hospitals as 

the tools for care support or for the patient's examination.  

Medical disposable means for single use only. Single-use in this case means it has to be 

thrown away after one-time usage and cannot be re-used to the same patient or even to different 

patients [2].  

It has to be dismissed after one-time usage. The purpose of dismissing these tools is to 

prevent transmission of any kind of virus or bacteria from one human to another. Therefore, the 

safety standard of the hospital for its medical personnel can be maintained.  

The current use of single-use disposables in healthcare, however, has become costly and 

wasteful.  

In fact, hospitals are obliged to maintain the supply of medical disposable are more than 

enough, since a patient may use more than one medical disposable. 

In hospital HAMS, there is about 185 kind of medical disposable that needs to be forecasted 

their demand[3]. 

 

 

2.1 Time series forecasting 

A time series is a sequence of measurements over time, usually obtained at equally spaced 

intervals. 

Forecasting is a technic to analyze calculation which is using a qualitative method or 

quantitative to estimate future conditions by using previous data for reference. 

Based on Heizer and Render[4], forecasting is an art and science to predict future events. 

Forecasting may involve taking historical data (such as past sales) and projecting them into the 

future with a mathematical model. 

Time series forecasting involves taking models to fit on historical data and using them to 

predict the future trend.  



 

This technique is widely used in many areas which require forecast as estimation of 

economic development, forecasting of water demand for water supply companies, forecasting 

the crude oil prices, forecasting, forecasting electricity generation capacity, etc[5]–[7]. 

From various definitions above, therefore we can come up with the conclusion that 

forecasting the medical disposable is the future demand whereas in the calculation of the 

forecast may need previous data of medical disposable usage. Therefore the accuracy of the 

medical disposable forecast will highly affect the accuracy of budget planning. 

 

2.2 Moving Average and Exponential Smoothing Method 

The moving average forecast uses a number of historical actual data values to generate a 

forecast. It is useful for a fairly steady demand over time[4]. It is weighting the past observation 

equally and is the unweighted mean of the previous amount data. 

 

 �̂�𝑡+1  =
𝑌𝑡+𝑌𝑡−1+⋯+𝑌𝑡−𝑛+1

𝑚
          (1) 

 

Where �̂�𝑡+1 is the forecast at the period (t+1), 𝑌𝑡 is actual value at period t, and “m” is the 

previous day's values? This method is simple to calculate but not suitable for data that have the 

trend[8]. 

To measure the difference between values predicted and actually observed values then we 

use Root Mean Square Values (RMSE). 

 

RMSE = √
∑(𝑌𝑡−𝑌𝑡+1)2

𝑛
                      (2) 

Where n is observed data. 

Exponential smoothing methods are the most widely used forecasting methods. The 

formulation of exponential smoothing forecasting methods arose in the 1950s from the original 

work of Brown[1] and Holt[9] who were working on creating forecasting models for inventory 

control systems. The simple exponential smoothing is a technique for smoothing time series 

data using the exponential function to assign exponentially decreasing weight over time. It is 

suitable for forecasting data with no trend or seasonal pattern. This method calculated using 

weighted averages where the weight decrease exponentially as observations come from further 

in the past. The smallest weight is associated with the oldest observations. The smoothing 

parameter  is between 0 and 1. The closer  to 0 then the more weight is given to observations 

from the more distant past. The more close  to 1 then the more weight is given to recent 

observations[3]. 

 

 �̂�𝑡+1=𝑌𝑡 + (1 − )�̂�(𝑡+1)−1        (3) 

 

In this paper, both methods are applied to forecast the medical disposable supply-demand at 

Public Hospital HAMS, Kisaran, Sumatera Utara, Indonesia. The mathematical model (1) and 

(3) are observed by taking sample of the 3 ml spuit (as the medical disposable supply) demand 

for 180 days.  

The simple moving average method is using a 3-point moving average. The single 

exponential smoothing is using = 0.1, 0.3. 

 



 

 

Accuracy is typically assessed using RMSE. By comparing RMSE for the two methods then 

the best method chosen is which has the smallest RMSE. 

 

3 Result 

The calculation of RMSE (2) are showed in the table below: 

 
Table 1: Comparison RMSE between 4 models 

Method RMSE 

Moving Average 3 points 79.07 

Moving Average 4 points 81.16 

Exponential Smoothing = 0.1 66.19 

Exponential Smoothing = 0.3 68.23 

 

As shown in Fig.1, the purple line, ie.forecast demand with the exponential method = 0.1 

shows the smooth fluctuations in forecast demand  

 

4 Conclusion 

The moving average and exponential smoothing have similar defects of introducing a lag 

relative to the input data. 

The exponential smoothing method still has a smaller value of RMSE compare to moving 

average method. 

The calculation of RMSE shows that the exponential smoothing method with = 0.1 has the 

smallest value. And an observation using = 0.3 does not detect any significant differences 
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Figure 1: Moving Average and exponential smoothing applied to medical disposable 3 ml spuit in
Hospital Public HAMS (1 Jan – 30 Jun 2017)

Actual demand Forecast demand 3-points MA

Forecast demand 4-points MA Forecast demand Exponential Smoothing alpha=0.1

Forecast demand Exponential Smoothing alpha=0.3



 

between using = 0.1.  It means that the exponential smoothing method with = 0.1 has the 

highest accuracy among the other methods and can be recommended to be used as an application 

to forecasting the medical disposable supply-demand in the public hospital HAMS. 
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